
Dude, Where’s my Couture? 
The Resurgence of 00s Fashion 
They say every twenty years, trends resurface — and, now that the 00s have reached this point, 
fashion from the period is finding its way back into the trend sphere. Juicy Couture, the ‘Y2K’ aes-
thetic, cargo pants… 00s fashion was all about experimentation and fun. Designers drew inspira-
tion from technological advances, and collaborations like Louis Vuitton x Takashi Murakami mixed 
trends with a level of playfulness. As vast as the fashion was, items from all areas are slowly com-
ing back in fashion.


The most remembered part of 00s fashion is the style popularised by Paris Hilton. As a 2001 
baby, this is how I remember the 00s: diamanté everything, pastel colours, and overall, a level of 
playful opulence. A big part of this style was its boasting of wealth — part of the appeal of a 
branded item like the Juicy Couture tracksuit was that it was clearly expensive, and as such, a 
show of wealth. The difference was that this style also incorporated fun aspects like pastel 
colours, or even slogan tees (think Britney’s ‘Dump Him’ tee) so everything came across as light-
hearted. I personally think this is why I love the 00s fashion so much; the fashion was fun, and 
could be kitschy.


A 00s staple, in my mind, is the ‘return to Tiffany’ chain necklace. It is a great example of this 
style’s opulence, and with the necklace’s chunkiness in mind, it looks a lot less serious than other 
finer-chained Tiffany counterparts. Provided the company start making it again, I could see this 
becoming the new Vivienne Westwood pearl choker. The Louis Vuitton x Takashi Murakami col-
laboration superimposed decals like cherry blossoms over the iconic LV monogram. This again 
shows the style’s playfulness; fashion was allowed to be less serious, and reimagined logos are 
already cropping up in collections.


The Y2K trend, named after the computer bug, mixes fashion with technology. Technological ad-
vancements inspired designers like Alexander McQueen, especially in the Givenchy AW99 collec-
tion. McQueen used circuit board-inspired patterns, something I can see joining the floral 
checkerboard patterns. A lot of the early 00s trends were building off of fashion from the late 90s, 
and an example of this is the 1999 film The Matrix. Leather trench coats, like those in the film, 
trended last autumn and entire leather ensembles are appearing in stores. Of course, the tiny 
sunglasses were another feature of The Matrix’s costume design, something that is already back 
in full force, and also, a great example of the futuristic-inspired Y2K.


To me, the mainstream alternative fashion is epitomised by Lindsay Lohan’s character in Freaky 
Friday. This style took the remnants of 90s grunge, such as cargo pants and plaid, and, just like 
everything else in 00s fashion, injected more fun into it. Although there were still dark earthy 
colours, the 00s alternative used bright colours as the emo style became more popular. The 
earthy tones have already made their comeback, and I’d argue that the Jean Paul Gaultier mesh 
top resurgence is a feature of this. The bright colours were utilised with the ‘e-girl’ aesthetic, and I 
wonder if bright coloured motifs will begin cropping up in otherwise muted colour palettes. As it 
becomes warmer, the use of bright colours or even pastels could help continue last autumn’s 
brown trend, while adhering to the 00s grunge.


As the 00s trends continue to make a resurgence in fashion, I see different styles from the era 
amalgamating into one look. Mesh tops are already being sold with diamanté decals, and with an 
earthy colour palette, the Y2K trend could work alongside the gold details of the Paris Hilton fash-
ion. As all decade fashion goes, there is always a little crossover — and although these styles 
seem completely different at the surface, with a little tweaking they could easily work together. 
And, whilst nostalgia is high for the era, motifs from the era are only going to appear more in fash-
ion.
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